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The leaking of the videotape of hanging of Saddam and the dialogue that was exchanged
between Saddam’s executioners, handpicked by Americans, and the subsequent planting of
stories in mainstream media that Saddam’s hanging will be seen by Shia’s as a welcome
sacrifice on one of the Holiest days of Islam was a deliberate act meant to create a backlash
amongst Muslims and a Shia-Sunni conflict in the Muslim world.

Americans  have  perfected  the  art  of  movies  in  which  actors  act  out  the  pre-scripted
scenarios and dialogues. Scenarios and dialogues which will have a certain impact on the
minds of the audience.

Saddam was  in  American  custody  from the  moment  he  was  caught,  his  trial  was  an
American trial, and his execution was carried out under American supervision. The puppet
Maliki government had no say at all in this and as all puppets do, he had to go along with
whatever was dictated by the Americans

The selection of the day of Eid-ul-Adha for hanging, the videoing, the pre-scripted “taunts”
by hired hangmen, and the  release of the video had the goal of creating a division between
Shia and Sunni, and angering the Muslim youth in Europe and elsewhere.

Americans want to get rid of Moqtada Sadr, who stands in their way of delivering Iraq’s oil to
the American oil  companies,  and what a better way to do that then to get the Sunni
resistance in Iraq to turn their guns on Moqtada Sadr, rather than fight the Americans. The
actors  who were given the script  to  shout  “Moqtada,  Moqtada” to  Saddam during his
hanging was to incite Sunni feelings against the Shia. To show that the hanging was an act
of Shia vengeance against the Sunni Saddam.

The second reaction that they wanted to achieve was for Muslim youth in Europe and
elsewhere to resort to acts of terror. Americans know that Muslim youth is angry and many
of them will be outraged and chatter about revenge, which is exactly what the Americans
need in their “war on terror”, and to keep Europeans and Americans united in the Crusade
against Islam and Muslims.

Muslims must not be stupid and fall into this trap of sectarian violence and acts of revenge.

Editor I.I.S.
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